
AMQ Workshop
Thinking skills and the Annotated Map Question



Structure of the Workshop

● Julie’s Appetizer (2’)
● Presentation on thinking skills and the AMQ (15’)
● Training in pairs (15’)
● Open questions (10’)



Julie’s Appetizer

Please take a minute or two to write down on a piece of paper :

-Your definition of the AMQ.

-What you are expecting from the workshop.



What does an annotated map question look like ?

Annotated map question in geography contains 2 parts labelled (a) and (b) of same 
importance (both are worth 10 marks) :

(a): A question linked to one of the areas (topics) studied that year, that requires 
candidates to produce an annotated map and a structured key.

(b): A mini-essay question that requires candidates to use their annotated map and 
structured key, a second source document, and their own knowledge in their answer. The 
second source document is provided in the exam paper and could be a short written text, 
a photograph or a table of statistics. 



Themes from which to take AMQs this year 2021-2022

Theme 1

● The importance of maritime areas to globalisation and the global economy.
● Maritime areas as increasingly contested spaces.

- Theme 2

● Hubs and flows in globalisation
● Unequal integration in global governance and in the global economy

- Theme 3

● Diversity and cohesion in the EU.
● The EU in a world of constant flux.



Expectations for Part (a) and Grading Part (a)

The expectations for Part (A) are :-

● Students will draw their annotated map using the official title (question).

● They will produce a structured key on a separate sheet of paper, using established symbols and signs, 
numbering 10 or more.

● Appropriate colours should be used. Black and white shading is acceptable but students should be made 
aware that this is likely to limit the effectiveness of their map.

The Assessment Objectives are : - knowledge and understanding

- analysis and evaluation

- organisation and communication

Marking criteria: basic, satisfactory, good, very good



‘Basic’ or ‘satisfactory’ or more ?



‘Basic’ or ‘satisfactory’ or more ?
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To improve the AM, improve the key 



New Shipping routes

Major Flag-of-Convenience Registries

Major Shipping routes

Major Maritime facades

Major Container Ports
20-36 million containers (Twenty Foot Equivalent TUE)/year
10-19 million containers (TUE)/year)

Descriptive key:

-gives information,

-may be structured in differents parts with shorts headings,

-but doesn’t explain how the selection of information was 
conducted or why the information is relevant to the question.

Avoid descriptive keys



This key is mostly descriptive, and 
could be used indifferently in 
different AMQs, no matter the 
question.

In a descriptive key, the reader of the key has to fill in the holes and make sense of it all.



New Shipping routes are due to the discovery of new resources or the development 
of new ports and they extend globalisation.

Major Flag-of-Convenience Registries enable shipping companies to 
reduce the cost of shipping and provide a important competitive 
advantage.

Major Shipping routes connect different parts of the world.

Major Maritime facades include very large ports and powerful urban areas which influence, 
and are influenced by, the development of global marine trade and global production system.

Major Container Ports
20-36 million containers (Twenty Foot Equivalent TUE)/year
10-19 million containers (TUE)/year)

allow goods to be carried from production places to consumer places.

Better key:
-explicitly developed and 
relevant to the question,
-demonstrates evolving 
processes,
-has analytical content. 

Here the reader of the key 
understands what goes on in 
the maker’s mind and can 
evaluate thinking skills !

Go for analytical keys 



Analytical keys don’t have to very long.

Example of a good structured key with 
analytical content (facts, causes, 
consequences)



Another good analytical key.

Regional disparities in the E.U.



How to teach the AMQ?

➔ Overall, teach the annotated map 
like you teach the essay

➔ Try different types of exercise
➔ Make sure the students know the 

assessment objectives and 
marking criteria



Teach the annotated map like you teach the essay

-The title of the map is like an essay question,

-The key and its headings are like an essay plan,

-The content of the key, in terms of knowledge and understanding, is the same as 
in an essay,

-Using some key terms is important.

The only thing that differs : it doesn’t look like an essay.



Try different types of exercises

-drawing an AM and mapping information

-learning to develop a basic, descriptive key into a good analytical key

-adapting keys to changing titles (questions)

-commenting on AMs, using “how useful” questions or “compare and contrast”



Commenting on croquis

Activity content
- A selection of croquis (to be found in French texbooks).
- The geography teachers’ guide with the key issues.

Organisation
- Teachers can propose 1 croquis and a ‘how useful’ question on it
- Or they can propose 2 croquis and a ‘compare-contrast’ question on 

them.
- In both cases students should prove their understanding of the 

croquis/keys, justify their answer, and then produce their OWN ‘perfect’ 
croquis/key to answer the question.

WARNING
It may be too challenging for some students to question the entire key. 

Focusing on 1 or 2 parts to start with would be better.

→ An updated version of the former format of the AMQ with the justification of the key 



Let’s put it into practice Theme 3: The Complex and Ever-Changing Position 
of the European Union in a Globalised World

- Examples of ‘how useful questions’ (with 1 croquis)

• How useful is your croquis to explain the EU’s role in the 
global economy?

• How useful is your croquis to understand the EU’s 
policies aimed at favouring cohesion?

• How useful is your croquis to describe the unequal 
development of the EU’s members

- Examples of ‘compare/contrast’ questions (with 2 croquis)

• Compare and contrast your croquis (croquis’ key) to 
explain the EU’s rôle in the global economy

• Compare and contrast your croquis (croquis’ key) to 
explain how European policies promote the development 
of the region



Group Work

Compare and contrast 2 AM on theme 1 => use slides 21 & 22

Compare and contrast 2 AM on theme 2 => use slides 23 & 24

Compare and contrast 2 AM on theme 3 => use slides 25 & 26



THEME 1 - Question: Resources and challenges in maritime spaces in the context of globalisation

From https://slideplayer.fr/slide/17622773/





THEME 2 - Question : Unequal integration in the globalised world

From http://www.cartolycee.net/spip.php?article147



From https://www.cartolycee.net/spip.php?article26



THEME 3 - Regional disparities in the E.U.

From https://www.pdfprof.com/PDF_Image.php?idt=61964&t=23



Partly taken from 
https://slideplayer.fr/amp/6663039/
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